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Void

No Objective Just Trade

There is no final objective of your performance. You seek only to perform 
your trade. This is your chosen field and occupation, you seek no other 
performance or objective. To do so means that you have not chosen to remain in 
your trade or to keep it straight. Always be straight in your trade. Know your 
trade.

No Team Just Workspace

The team is not to be it own entity. As each individual becomes an element 
of a team, so too does each team become an element of the workspace. The 
Tradesman is to take into himself the knowledge and skills of his trade. The 
workspace takes into itself the knowledge and skills of the team. To unite and 
perform together as a whole is the purpose of a team.

Art is Your Craft

As your trade is the objective of performance, quality is the art of your 
trade. To seek higher quality in a completed work is preferable over quantity or 
profit. Always produce the highest possible quality in a completed work. This 
ultimately is your trade.

Final Product Is Objective Of Trade

The work to be completed is the objective of your trade. It is not the 
process, team or workspace. None of those things are an end unto themselves. It 
is the work to be completed that you seek in the performance of any trade.

Process, Team, Workspace Mean Nothing Without Production

Without a completed work, your team, process or workspace serves no 
purpose. No matter the organization, planning or workflow; if the work is not 
completed, you have not performed your trade.



Work For Art

You perform a trade for the work completed. To improve your performance 
is to improve the quality of your work. You do not complete this work for an 
employer, salary or your own fame and status. The work is why you perform your
trade and you do so for no other meaning.

Team is Your Self

You are your team and so is every other member. Each of you become the 
team as you work more in unison. At this point anyone of you can perform the 
trade of the other. Any loss of one individual diminishes yourself by an equal 
value.

Self is Your Team

The Team is yourself and so is every other member. The Team has become 
yourself as you work more in unison. At this point anyone of you can perform the 
trade of the other. Loss of yourself diminishes the team by an equal value.

Team and Self is the Workflow

The Tradesman and his team become the workflow as they work more in 
unison. What is seen by outside observer is the completion of work and not 
individual components of a team or workspace. The movements and process of 
the individual is lost in the movements and action of the team and workspace. 
Any hinderance to the workflow becomes a hinderance to self and team.

Workflow is the Team and Self

The workflow becomes the Tradesman and his team as they work more in 
unison. What is seen by outside observer is the completion of work and not that 
of a workflow. The movements and action of the team and workspace is lost in 
the movements and process of the workflow. Any hinderance to self and team 
becomes a hinderance to the workflow.



Rules for Technical Way

• Free thinking of preconception.
• Train diligently.
• Familiar with all skills.
• Understand ways of other professions.
• Discern profit from loss.
• Evaluate all things.
• Understand what can be seen.
• Notice even slight details.
• Don't act with no purpose.
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